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A stagecoach has arrived. The door opens and you find a man holding a book. That book is called
â€œPreachers Corner: Gunfighter of the West Book 1,â€• and the owner tells you this is the latest
western bestseller from Bruce G. Bennett. You are stuck in Cheyenne for the dayâ€”you sit down
and you start to read.Why is railroad magnate, Leonard Green, suddenly so interested in sleepy
little Preacherâ€™s Corner? Find out in this action packed story about the Wild West when it was
really wild. Are Apaches behind burning out and murdering settlers or is some insidious plot afoot?
Itâ€™s going to take cavalry Major Gabriel Torrent and a host of colloquial characters to figure out
the puzzle. Throw in renegade Apaches and you have a great mix of Americana reminiscent of
Zane Grey. Be there when the moment of truth is revealed in Preachers Corner.Filled with
action-packed drama, great gunfights and the writing of Bruce G. Bennett you will not be able to put
down â€œPreachers Corner.â€• Stake your claim now, and spend your hours with one of the best
western books of the year.
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This is the first I ever heard of this writer, however he made a great impact on me in this his first
book. When I started reading this story I was wondering a little if I was going to like it. As I continued
to read, it got to the point I found that I did not want to stop reading. What really impressed me was
while reading I felt as though this was a true story of how the west really was. I do not like writing
long reviews as they can easily become "spoilers" when to much is said. What I will say is if you like
stories of the real west, you definitely will enjoy this one.

We begin with Buck Winters & Comp Halsen in a delima. Seems Buck's horse is lame & that puts
them down to one horse and a mule. But there's more...Indians are following them.Then we switch
to Rebecca Martin waiting for Bill to return after going off on a cattle drive to make extra money &
hasn't returned. Rebecca has heard nothing from him for months & he's been gone for 2 years now.
Needless to say, she is depending on credit from the local mercantile & that avenue has just been
cut off.This book hop-scotched around too much for my liking. By the time it settled into a plausible
story I found myself skimming & wishing I had not bought it.

This is a LOVE story in some ways and bullies doing their thing. You have a woman with her two
children waiting for her husband to return from a job of getting cattle selling, he's been gone for
almost two years. The railroad wants her out so they can extend the railroad and her ranch stands
in the way. A bunch of lowlife are running the TOWN, the law and the bank are in the pockets of
railroad men. A bunch of dirty rascals.Lots of action, late night raids, there's even a raid on the U.S.
Army by these marauding henchmen who sound like men from the docks of New York City.
Possible hangings, and we can't leave out the Native Americans who have escaped from those the
STARVE ME RESERVATIONS. It's a lot going on. If you like fast moving westerns, you'll enjoy
adding this to your list. ENJOYðŸ•º

First time I have read this author. Enjoyed the complex characters, action and pace of the book. At
first I thought the book was going to be about Buck and Camp. Then here comes the Calvary. Good
book anyway.

I really enjoyed this book, the author showed a lot of insight as he developed the characters along
with a well developed plot. This is the first time I read Bruce G. Bennett and I intend to follow his
westerns from now on.
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